MAKE YOUR PROJECT RISKS MANAGEABLE

SGS SERVICES FOR INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS IN RUSSIA

WWW.SGS.COM/GOST
ACHIEVE FULL REGULATORY COMPLIANCE FOR YOUR INVESTMENT PROJECT IN RUSSIA

When it comes to implementing an investment project in Russia, you need to comply with a complex range of national regulations. As a result, achieving compliance for your design documents and equipment can be a complex, time-consuming and costly process. Regulatory compliance project management services from SGS ensure your investment project in Russia achieves full regulatory compliance effectively, on time and in a cost efficient way.

SGS assists clients in implementing industrial investments in Russia by providing a wide range of project management advice, permitting, certification and verification services starting from the early project stages, allowing investors and EPC contractors to avoid non-compliance problems and unnecessary expenses in the course of the project.

TENDER
- Preparation or review of terms of references for the tender
- Qualification of bidders (engineering companies, contractors and suppliers)
- Evaluation of tender bids
- Analysis of project planning to identify critical stages and make recommendations as needed

DESIGN
- Independent design review / design verification with respect to
  - Compliance with the client's specifications and terms of reference
  - Compliance with Russian industrial safety regulations
- Compliance with Russian environmental protection requirements
- Design completeness
- Correctness of structural strength calculations as per Russian norms
- Recommendations for adjustments in the design documentation based on the review conclusions
- Coordination of the interaction between sub-contractors to optimise regulatory compliance activities
- Review and supervision of the as-built documentation preparation

PERMITTING AND CERTIFICATION
- Preparation of permitting and certification plan
- Certification and testing as per Russian regulations
- Technical passports preparation
- Witnessing tests
- Preparation of industrial safety expert conclusions
- Industrial safety declaration review
- Metrological compliance project review

CONSTRUCTION
- Permanent monitoring and project reporting
- Cost monitoring
- Quality control of construction works and their compliance with the terms of reference
- Quality control of construction materials used and their conformity with the terms of reference
- Quality control of construction and engineering documentation

COMMISSIONING
- Preparation of the commissioning programme in accordance with the Russian mandatory requirements
- Supervision of production start-up

ABOUT SGS
Founded in 1878, today SGS is recognised as the global benchmark in quality and integrity. Today SGS operates a network of over 1,250 offices and laboratories around the world. In Russia, SGS has been operating since 1981 and today employs more than 3,300 people. With relevant accreditations, qualified personnel and extensive expertise we are uniquely placed to help you making your Russian project a success.